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One way to define a metric independent 
measure (as opposed to          ) , a density, is

• There is an  invariant volume element, 

• is a density, transforms according to the inverse of the jacobian

of a coordinate transformation, while 

transforms  according to the jacobian



In this contex it is interesting to mention the work 
of Pirogov, where the use of 4 scalars in gravity 
theories have been studied from a more general 
point of view, not just for use in the measure-

• See,  Quartet metric gravity and Dark components of the Univrse, 
arXiv 1712.00612



We use these fields only in the measure however, 
both in Gravity and for String or Branes

• We have used this these measure in the past to construct modified 
theories of gravity



























WE GET TWO CONFORMALLY RELATED METRICS, 
BOTH OF WHICH 
OBEY EINSTEIN EQ!

Conformal factor, call it c can 

be constant or may not  

be constant,

There are many situations 

where multiplying a solution

of Einstein´s equation 

By a constant c gives 

us another solution, like in 

the  case of Schwarzschild

solution and Kasner solution 



THIS IS BECAUSE The two flat spaces considered 

CANNOT BE TRANSFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY 

TO MINKOWSKI SPACE in standard coordinates 

(meaning the metric with just diagonal 

elements (-1, 1, 1, 1, …..)). Out of these two flat 

space one can also construct true tensors that 

do not vanish in any coordinate frame, like the 

difference of the Levi Civita connections of the 

two metrics, etc .













For two strings tensions with positive tensions. 
Avoidance of Hagedorn temperature and 
Braneworlds!, first go back to the 2 metrics



Now both tensions are positive,













Branewords!, the two metrics are flat space in 
Minkowskii space and the other Minkowskii space 
after a special conformal transformation 



























Phenomenological advantages of these 
braneworlds over the traditional ones
• See Limits on the number of spacetime dimensions from GW170817
Kris Pardo, Maya Fishbach, Daniel E. Holz, David N. Spergel,  Published in: 
JCAP 07 (2018) 048 • e-Print: 1801.08160 [gr-qc]
The observation of GW170817 in both gravitational and 
electromagnetic waves provides a number of unique tests of general 
relativity. One question we can answer with this event is: Do large-
wavelength gravitational waves and short-frequency photons 
experience the same number of spacetime dimensions? In models that 
include additional non-compact spacetime dimensions, as the 
gravitational waves propagate, they "leak" into the extra dimensions, 
leading to a reduction in the amplitude of the observed gravitational 
waves, and a commensurate systematic error in the inferred distance 
to the gravitational wave source. Electromagnetic waves would remain 
unaffected…..

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1650424


Limits based on observation of coalesing
neutron stars 



3+1 dimensions



Consider branes, in the standard approach 
(not dynamical string tension approach!)



there, gauge interactions live in a 3- brane



We obtain  





however



The asymmetry in the propagation of gravity as 
compared to light , in braneworlds with large extra 
dimensions is disproved by the observations (RS2) 
RS1 with two branes ok, but one brane tension <0•

BUT OUR BRANEWORLDS INDUCED BY VARIABLE STRING TENSIONS ARE 
FREE OF THIS PROBLEM!, WHY?,
• Because we confine EVERYTHING, both gravity, that arises from the closed 

strings and gauge interactions which originates from open strings. Both the 
open and closed strings are constrained between two very closed 
expanding surfaces, this mechanism avoids any asymmetry between gravity 
and light-

• We can still have a combination of the standard brane scenario and the 
dynamical string tension branes, where the dynamical string tension 
prevents the propagation of gravity to deep into the extra dimension.

• The hyperbolic motion also induces a deSitter space in the brane, 
explaining also DE.



•Life of the homogeneous and isotropic universe 
in dynamical string tension theories , E.I. 
Guendelman,  Eur.Phys.J.C 82 (2022) 10, 857













References:Some papers on modified 
measures in GRAVITY



Early papers on modified measures applied 
strings and branes



Introducing the tension field and applications

Implications of the spectrum of dynamically generated string 
tension theories  E.I. Guendelman Published in: 
Int.J.Mod.Phys.D 30 (2021) 14, 2142028 • e-Print: 2110.09199 
[hep-th]

Light like segment compactification and braneworlds with dynamical string 
tension, Eduardo Guendelman, Published in: Eur.Phys.J.C 81 (2021) 10, 886 
• e-Print: 2107.08005 [hep-th] 



Showing that superheavy  string shell can 
separate two flat or nearly flat space times



Life of the homogeneous and isotropic universe in 
dynamical string tension theories , E.I. 
Guendelman,  Eur.Phys.J.C 82 (2022) 10, 857
• https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-022-10837-5



Thank you for your attention!


